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Abstrat

In this paper, we investigate re�ned de�nition of random sequenes.

Classial de�nitions (Martin-L�of tests of randomness, unompressibility,

unpreditability, or stohastiness) make use of the notion of algorithm.

We present alternative de�nitions based on set theory and explain why

they depend on the model of ZFC that is onsidered. We also present

a possible generalisation of the de�nition when small in�nite regularities

are allowed.

Prolegomena

It is rather surprising that algorithms are involved for de�ning random sequenes

sine probability theory does not use the notion of algorithm. Thus we try in this

paper to propose de�nitions based only on set theory. We �rst explain why it

is not so easy: we prove that diret de�nitions (based on the notion of provably

null sets) annot exist. Thus we propose a de�nition based on onsisteny.

With this de�nition the set of random sequenes depends upon the model of

ZFC we onsider. We also propose a notion of invariant rondomness in whih

small in�nite regularities are allowed to our. Although some tehniques and

tools of set theory (Solovay models, et.) are involved, this paper is not foused
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on set theory. Even skething some arguments (mostly known in set theoreti

literature), we are on�dent that it is not neessary to be an expert on set

theory to take bene�t of the theorems and notions onsidered. Our goal will be

to understand how far the notion of algorithm is neessary to de�ne randomness

and what kind of other de�nition an be or annot be proposed.

1 Introdution

If somebody tells us that he has tossed a oin in�nitely many times getting the

sequene

0001000101000100000001000101000001000101010::: (�)

where eah even term is 0; we will most likely be ready to suspet fraudulene.

Why? Our disbelief that the sequene is really random an be expressed in dif-

ferent terms: for instane, it ontains too muh regularities to be really random,

or that it is \preditable"

1

, or that it has more zeros than ones thus violating

the Law of Large Numbers, but essentially any explanation amounts to the fol-

lowing: the sequene is not random beause it belongs to a simply de�ned set of

strings of Lebesgue measure 0 .

Towards more rigorous presentation, let us de�ne 
 = 2

N

; the set of all

in�nite binary sequenes. The Lebesgue, or uniform, measure in 
; denoted

by mes ; is the produt of N -many opies of the measure on the 2-element set

f0; 1g giving the value 1=2 to both f0g and f1g: A null set is any set X � 


with mesX = 0: Complements of null sets, i. e., sets of measure 1; are full sets.

Coming bak to the disussion above, we may onlude that a reasonable

notion of a random element of 
 must infer that random sequenes avoid all

\essential" null sets in 
; or, what is the same, must belong to all \essential"

full sets. The key issue is whih sets should be viewed as \essential" here. Of

ourse those annot be all (null and full) sets, beause then there would be

no random sequenes at all. As a matter of fat, there is no other reasonable

opportunity to provide the existene of random sequenes exept for taking a

ountable family E of \essential" subsets of 
: Then, we an de�ne a sequene

x 2 
 to be random in the sense of E i� it avoids any null set X 2 E: The

set R of all random sequenes is, of ourse, full. The larger family E we take

the more re�ned notion of randomness we obtain and the stronger is our belief

that any random sequene an be obtained by fair oin tossing.

An important de�nition of this kind, given by Martin-L�of [8℄, is as follows.

Let 


u

denote the set of all in�nite ontinuations of a �nite string u: Reall that

1

For example, if a asino plays this sequene in a gambling where we an bet any amount

of money within $1 on the next term of the sequene, we shall win as muh as we want after

suÆient number of moves.
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A � 
 is a null set if it an be overed by an open set (in Cantor's topology) of

arbitrarily small measure, that is, for any n; there is a set B

n

of �nite strings

suh that 1) A �

S

u2B

n




u

and 2)

P

u2B

n

mes(


u

) =

P

u2B

n

2

�l(u)

< 1=n: A

set A is alled e�etively null if there exists a sequene B

n

satisfying 1) and

2) suh that the set fhu; ni : u 2 B

n

g is reursively enumerable. Aording to

Martin-L�of, a sequene in 
 is random if it avoids all

2

e�etively null sets.

For instane the sequene (�) above is not random: indeed, it belongs to the

e�etively null set of all sequenes x suh that x(n) = 0 for all even n . Note

that the family of all e�etively null sets is ountable, as any its element is

identi�ed by an algorithm and the number of algorithms is ountable.

It turns out that usual laws of probability theory, e. g., the law of large

numbers (the frequeny of zeros among �rst n terms tends to 1=2 ) or the law

of the iterated logarithm, are satis�ed by any Martin-L�of random sequene,

simply beause the set of all ounterexamples an be overed by an e�etively

null set. Yet the Martin-L�of de�nition does not enounter all possible in�nite

regularities whih a really random sequene should avoid. For instane a simple

diagonal onstrution yields a partiular, de�nable Martin-L�of random sequene

while our intuition refuses to aept any de�nable sequene to be random.

The aim of our paper is to present more re�ned de�nitions of randomness,

in part known from modern set theory. We shall assume some surfae aquain-

tane with Zermelo { Fraenkel set theory ZFC; inluding a belief that it is

an adequate foundation of mathematis. It will be a separate hapter (Se-

tion 5) whih introdues some di�erent opportunities in the study of the notion

of randomness, related to invariant randomness.

2 Set theoreti approah to randomness

The Martin-L�of de�nition is an example of randomness de�nitions whih de-

sribe the \essential" null sets (i. e., those to be avoided) in terms of a �xed

notion of de�nability. (We treat \to be a r. e. set" as a kind of de�nability.) Tak-

ing more broad onepts of de�nability, we obtain, generally speaking, stronger

notions of randomness. For instane, one de�nes a sequene x 2 
 to be arith-

metially random i� it avoids all arithmetially oded null sets (see Setion 4).

Then many Martin-L�of random sequenes, in partiular all aritmetially de�n-

able among them, beome arithmetially non-random.

However we shall still have hyperarithmetially de�nable arithmetially ran-

dom sequenes. Moreover, whihever partiular notion of de�nability we take,

there will be random, in this sense, sequenes, de�nable in some other sense.

2

One an onsider only some partiular e�etively null sets here. This restrited approah

leads to notions of haoti, unpreditable, and stohasti sequenes, see [9, 11, 12℄.
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This persuades us to think how to inorporate the most general set theoreti

de�nability as a whole. In view of this disussion, a perfet notion �(x) of a

random sequene would be a notion satisfying two priniples:

(1) ZFC proves that the set of all random sequenes is a full set.

(2) For any formula 	(x) suh that ZFC proves that the set fx 2 
 : 	(x)g

is null, it is provable, in ZFC; that no random sequene satis�es 	(x) .

(Formula means a set theoreti formula unless otherwise indiated.) However

Theorem 1 There does not exist a formula � satisfying both (1) and (2).

Proof

3

Suppose that � is suh a formula.

The argument is based on ideas onneted with the G�odel onstrutibility.

G�odel de�ned in 1938 a lass L of sets alled onstrutible sets and proved that

L is a model of ZFC: The statement that all sets are onstrutible is alled

the axiom of onstrutibility and formally abbreviated by the equality V = L;

where V denotes the universe of all sets. The axiom V = L was proved to be

onsistent with ZFC by G�odel (the key fat is that V = L is true in the lass

L ) and independent from ZFC by Cohen in 1961.

4

The most important here property of L is that there is a well-ordering <

L

of L; de�nable by a onrete set theoreti formula.

Let  (x) say the following: x 2 
 is the <

L

-least element x

0

of the set

fx 2 
 \ L : �(x)g; if the latter is non-empty, and x(n) = 0 for all n otherwise.

Obviously ZFC proves that there is only one x 2 
 satisfying  (x) ; hene,

by (2), ZFC proves that  (x) ontradits �(x): However the axiom V = L

(whih is onsistent with ZFC ) implies, by (1)

5

, that there is a sequene x

satisfying �(x) and  (x) | namely, the x

0

de�ned above. 2

This drawbak an be �xed at the ost of employment of non-ZFC means.

This an be, for instane, an appropriate lass theory, as in [5℄. Myhill (see [7℄)

handled the problem adding to ZFC an extra atomi prediate of randomness

and some axioms whih govern its use. Another, even more exoti opportunity

3

A modi�ation of an argument by Myhill whih shows that (1) is inompatible with a

stronger version of (2) saying that, for any set theoreti formula 	(x); ZFC proves that

if the set fx 2 
 : 	(x)g is of full measure then all random sequenes satisfy 	(x): The

argument �rst appeared in [5℄, p. 321; see [7℄ for more on Myhill's approah.

4

We refer to [3, 6℄ in matters of all general set theoreti fats used below as well as in

matters of the history of related set theoreti studies.

5

We atually need only that ZFC proves the existene of at least one random sequene.
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is to employ a nonstandard set theory estending ZFC; to de�ne a sequene to

be random i� it avoids any standard null set, as in [4℄.

However, our requirements should be moderated, as long as we keep om-

mittment not to leave the ZFC ground. Our proposal to this end, whih seems

to be a new one, is to onsider the following weaker form of priniple (2):

(2

0

) For any formula 	(x); if ZFC proves the set fx : 	(x)g to be null, then

ZFC does not prove that there is a random sequene satisfying 	(x) .

Informally, the priniple states that no one will ever prove that a partiular

law of probability theory is not satis�ed by some random sequene. In partiu-

lar, any notion of random sequene satisfying (2

0

) is resistant to the above ritis

of Martin-L�of randomness. These are, however, not all the requirements we �nd

neessary to impose on a notion of randomness. The point is that the prini-

ples (1) and (2

0

) do not imply, that the sequene (say) 000000000000000:::::: is

not random. Priniple (2

0

) implies, of ourse, that one annot prove that it is

random. But we expet that suh laws as \not to be identially zero" should

be proved. This leads us to the third priniple:

(3) ZFC proves that any random sequene is arithmetially random, hene,

Martin-L�of random, too.

We fae here the same problem: the hoie of arithmetial randomness, as the

bottom level, is not well motivated. However, our onstrution applies to any

previously spei�ed amount of de�nability: for any de�nable provably ountable

family of provablynull sets there is a notion of randomness satisfying (1) and

(2

0

), and suh that is is provable that any random sequene avoids all those sets.

Our main result (see Setion 4) will be a notion of randomness whih satis�es

(1), (2

0

), (3). This notion will omprise two distint notions: the Solovay ran-

domness and the arithmetial randomness. The key point is that is is onsistent

that the Solovay randomness satis�es both (1) and (2). This allows to de�ne

the \aggregate" notion by ases, i. e., as the Solovay randomness whenewer it

satis�es (1) and (2), and the arithmetial randomness otherwise. This will re-

sult in a notion of randomness also satisfying the ommon losure properties,

for instane, stable with respet to �nite hanges.

3 Solovay random sequenes

The aim of this Setion is to desribe a notion of randomness whih has the

following properties, apparently even stronger than those of (1) and (2), but

only in the sense of onsisteny :
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(1

�

) The set of all random sequenes is a full set.

(2

�

) For any formula 	(x); if the set fx 2 
 : 	(x)g is null then no random

sequene satis�es 	(x) .

It immediately follows from Theorem 1 that there is no set theoreti formula

whih, provably in ZFC; satis�es (1

�

) and (2

�

) as a notion of randomness. Yet

there is a notion of randomness whih onsistently satis�es (1

�

) and (2

�

).

Reall that G

Æ

sets are ountable intersetions of open sets. De�ne S= 2

<N

;

the set of all �nite binary strings. Let us say that a set C � N�S is a ode for a

G

Æ

set U � 
 i� U =

T

n

S

hn;ui2C




u

; where, as above, 


u

= fx 2 
 : u � xg .

De�nition 2 A sequene x 2 
 is Solovay random over L i� it avoids any

null G

Æ

set with a ode in L; the lass of all G�odel onstrutible sets.

The formula saying that x 2 
 is Solovay random over L is denoted by

�

L

(x): Put R

L

= fx 2 
 : �

L

(x)g (all Solovay random over L sequenes). 2

In fat it will not be di�erent to say: whenever X � 
 is a null Borel set with

a ode in L:

6

Indeed, it is a lassial fat of measure theory that any null

Borel set X � 
 an be overed by a null G

Æ

set U � 
: The onstrution of

the overing set U an be maintained e�etively enough to show that any null

Borel set oded in L an be overed by a null G

Æ

set oded in L .

It ours that basi properties of R

L

depend on the struture of the set

universe: ZFC alone does not prove muh, so that one either onsiders speial

models or proves onsisteny theorems. In partiular, it is onsistent with ZFC

that R

L

is empty, just beause R

L

= ; is a (trivial) onsequene of the axiom

of onstrutibility V = L: On the other hand, we have

Theorem 3 (Solovay) It is onsistent with ZFC that the formula �

L

(x) sat-

is�es both (1

�

) and (2

�

).

Proof The method of proof will be to demonstrate that �

L

(x) satis�es (1

�

)

and (2

�

) in a partiular model of ZFC; alled the Solovay model .

To obtain this model, one has to �x an inaessible ardinal # in the on-

strutible universe L: Then one de�nes a generi extension of L; whih is a

model of ZFC where eah ordinal � < # is made ountable by adding an

6

It would be diÆult to fully present here the involved mehanism of oding Borel subsets

of 
: It is based on the observation that onstrution of a Borel subset of 
 from sets of

the form 


u

= fx 2 
 : u � xg; where u is a �nite binary sequene, needs only ountably

many appliations of the operations of ountable union and ountable intersetion. This an

be adequately oded e. g. by a sequene  2 
: Sequenes whih ode Borel sets this way are

alled Borel odes . The set of all Borel odes is a o-analyti subset of 
 .
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appropriate ollapse funtion f

�

: N onto � = f� : � < �g: The model has a

lot of appliations in set theory, for instane it is true in this model that all

projetive sets of sequenes are Lebesgue measurable. This result is based on

the following key fat (we refer to [3, 6℄ for proof):

Proposition 4 In the Solovay model, if a set X � 
 is de�nable by a set

theoreti formula ontaining only sets in L as parameters then there is a Borel

set B � 
 with a ode

7

in L suh that X \ R

L

= B \ R

L

. 2

The following lemma is another key ingredient of the proof of Theorem 3.

Lemma 5 In the Solovay model, R

L

is a full G

Æ

set.

Proof Codes C � N � S for G

Æ

sets, de�ned above, an themselves be

e�etively oded by sequenes in 
: Thus it suÆes to prove that the set 
\L

of all onstrutible sequenes is ountable in the Solovay model.

To show this reall that �

1

is the least unountable ardinal, or, that is the

same, the least ardinal bigger than �

0

= ardN ; the ountable ardinality.

By �

L

1

they denote \�

1

in the sense of L ", that is, the objet de�ned, in L; as

the least unountable ardinal. Clearly �

L

1

< #; where # is the L-inaessible

ardinal whih partiipates, as above, in the onstrution of the Solovay model.

It follows that �

L

1

is ountable, in the Solovay model. On the other hand, it is

known that, in L; the ontinuum hypothesis 2

�

0

= �

1

holds; hene, sequenes

in 
 \ L admit 1 � 1 orrespondene with L-ountable ordinals, i. e., those

smaller than �

L

1

: It follows that the set 
 \ L is really ountable. 2

Thus, in the Solovay model, R

L

has full measure, so that every set of

sequenes, de�nable by a formula with parameters in L; is a Borel set modulo

a null set { hene, it is Lebesgue measurable. (This remains true even if we

allow, in addition, arbitrary parameters in 
 in de�nitions of sets.) In other

words, we have (1

�

). We easily prove (2

�

), too. Indeed, suppose that, in the

Solovay model, X � 
 is a null set, de�nable by a formula ontaining only

sets in L as parameters. By Proposition 4, we an assume that X is a Borel

null set, oded in L: It follows from observation after De�nition 2, that X is

overed by a null G

Æ

set U � 
; oded in L: However U \ R

L

= ; . 2

The use of the Solovay model in this proof needs to be ommented upon.

Reall that the onstrution of this model starts with a model with an ina-

essible ardinal. It is known that the existene of suh a ardinal annot be

proved in ZFC; moreover, it implies the formal onsisteny of ZFC; so that a

7

See Footnote 6 above.
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set theory with an inaessible ardinal is muh stronger than ZFC: Therefore,

it is important to �gure out whether the existene of inaessible ardinal an

be eliminated from the proof of Theorem 3.

In many similar ases, the use of inaessible ardinals is inavoidable (some-

times it is very diÆult to prove this !), but in this ase the Solovay model

an be replaed by models not based on inaessibles. One of them is a model

obtained as an extension L[f ℄ of the onstrutible universe L by a generi map

f : N onto �

L

1

: Another one, muh more sophistiated but not using a ardinal

ollapse (whih means that all L-ardinals remain ardinals in the extension) is

desribed in [10℄, p. 315. (We shall not stop at set theoreti details related to

those models.) Neither of the two needs inaessible ardinals or anything else

beyond ZFC: However the Solovay model has another advantage.

Indeed, onsider the notion of relative standardness, whih naturally arises

in the study of some probabilisti phenomena like the Fubini theorem (see [7℄).

This would be a binary formula R(x; y) (reads: x is random relative to y )

satisfying the two following requirements

(1

Æ

) If y 2 
 then the set fx : R(x; y)g is a full set.

(2

Æ

) For any formula 	(x; y); if y 2 
 and the set fx 2 
 : 	(x; y)g is null

then no sequene x 2 
 satis�es R(x; y) & 	(x; y) .

For instane, let, following [7℄, R(x; y) be the formula saying that x 2 
 is

Solovay random over L[y℄; the lass of all sets sets onstrutible relative to y :

in other words, that x avoids any null G

Æ

set with a ode in L[y℄ . A minor

modi�ation of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that it is onsistent with ZFC

that this formula R satis�es both (1

Æ

) and (2

Æ

), and in fat R satis�es (1

Æ

) and

(2

Æ

) in the Solovay model. However, unlike the \simple" randomness above, it

is not known whether the onsisteny of (1

Æ

) and (2

Æ

) an be established on the

base of ZFC alone. (This problem was formulated in [7℄.)

4 The \onsistent" randomness

Reall that a ode for a G

Æ

set is, as de�ned in Setion 3, a subset of S� N ;

where S is the set of all �nite binary strings. Let us �x a reursive bijetion

� : S� N onto N : We say that a G

Æ

ode C is arithmetially de�nable i�

its �-image  is an arithmetial subset of N in the ordinary sense, i. e., it an

be de�ned by a formula written in terms of addition and multipliation, with

quanti�ers over natural numbers. We say that a set G � 
 is an arithmetially

oded G

Æ

set i� it has an arithmetially de�nable ode.

8



De�nition 6 A sequene x 2 
 is an arithmetially random i� it avoids any

null arithmetially oded G

Æ

set.

8

The formula saying that x 2 
 is arith-

metially random is denoted by �

A

(x): Put R

A

= fx 2 
 : �

A

(x)g (all arith-

metially random sequenes). 2

One easily proves, in ZFC; that R

L

� R

A

; or, in other words, �

L

(x) implies

�

A

(x): Unlike R

L

; the set R

A

is, provably in ZFC; a set of full measure.

Clearly any Martin-L�of random sequene x 2 
 belongs to R

A

.

Let �(x) be the formula saying:

� x 2 R

A

; and if R

L

is a set of full measure then x 2 R

L

.

Thus � de�nes the set R

L

of all Solovay random sequenes over L | provided

this is a set of full measure, while otherwise it de�nes simply the set R

A

of

all arithmetially random sequenes. It easily follows that � satis�es (1) and

(3). To see that �(x) also satis�es (2

0

), onsider a set theoreti formula 	(x)

suh that ZFC proves that it de�nes a null set. Note that, by de�nition, ZFC

proves �(x) =) �

L

(x) ; hene, by Theorem 3, it is onsistent with ZFC that

� satis�es (2

�

). It follows that 8 x (�(x) =) :	(x)) also is onsistent, so that

ZFC does not prove that there is a random sequene x satisfying 	(x) .

5 Invariant randomness

Any reasonable notion of randomness of a sequene in 
 (inluding those on-

sidered above) informally amounts to the requirement that the sequene annot

inlude in�nite regularities of some kind. What happens if we do not mind to

allow \small" in�nite regularities ? Let is make a few steps in this diretion.

Let I be an ideal on N whose elements (subsets of N ) will be thought of

as \small" in�nite sets. The following examples are of interest:

Fin = all �nite subsets of N ;

D = all density 0 subsets of N :

(A set X � N is of density 0 i� the frequeny of elements of X among �rst n

natural numbers tends to 0 as n tends to 1 .) De�ne E

I

to be the assoiated

equivalene relation on 
; so that xE

I

y i� the set fn : x(n) 6= y(n)g belongs

to I : informally, x and y \di�er not too muh" from eah other.

Note that E

Fin

is usually denoted by E

0

.

8

See [1℄ on this notion. A similar approah, whih inludes arithmetial randomness as a

very partiular ase, was proposed in [2℄. It an be proved that this de�nition is equivalent

to unompressibility when omputations are relativised to arithmetial orales.
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If E is an equivalene relation on 
 then let [x℄

E

= fy : y E xg (the E-

lass of x 2 
 ) and [X℄

E

= fy : 9 x 2 X (y E x)g and ℄X[

E

= { [{X℄

E

(the

E-saturation and the E-kernel of X � 
 ; {X is the omplement of X; as

usual). Any set X satisfying X = [X℄

E

is alled E-invariant .

Let us take the arithmetial randomness as the basi notion, but the follow-

ing de�nition makes sense for any other one (e. g., the Solovay randomness).

De�nition 7 Let E be an equivalene relation on 
: A sequene x 2 
 is

arithmetially E-invariant random i� it avoids any set of the form ℄X[

E

; where

X is a null arithmetially oded G

Æ

set. 2

(It is not lear that this is equivalent to the requirement that x avoids any null

E-invariant arithmetially oded G

Æ

set: note that [X℄

E

may be not Borel,

even assuming that E; X are Borel.) The de�nition makes sense formally for

any equivalene relation E; but laks motivation if E is not of the form E

I

9

.

Then \arithmetially random" is learly the same as \arithmetially =-in-

variant random" (the equality an be onsidered as an equivalene relation).

Moreover, this is the same as \arithmetially E

0

-invariant random", beause

the E

0

-saturation [X℄

E

0

of any set X is the union of ountably many simple

shifts of X: On the other hand, the ase of E

D

is di�erent !

Indeed, the set of all arithmetially E

D

-invariant random sequenes is learly

E

D

-invariant. It follows that there is an arithmetially E

D

-invariant random

sequene x suh that x(2

n

) = 0 for all n : note that the set f2

n

: n 2 !g

belongs to D ! Suh an x is not arithmetially random, of ourse. Thus,

arithmetially random sequenes form a proper sublass of arithmetially E

D

-in-

variant random ones. In fat for any arithmetially random x there exist many

arithmetially E

D

-invariant random but not arithmetially random sequenes

y E

D

x: We would be interested to know if any arithmetially E

D

-invariant

random y satis�es y E

D

x for some arithmetially random x .

Another question is how the known forms of relationship between ideals over

N reet in the assoiated notions of invariant randomness.
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